The ionization potentials of the faceted and nonfaceted (110) surfaces of CuInSe 2 (CIS) and CuGaSe 2 (CGS), which are key components of CuIn 1−x Ga x Se 2 (CIGS) thin-film solar cells, are investigated using first-principles calculations based on a hybrid Hartree-Fock density functional theory approach. Slab models of the chalcopyrite (110) surface with both (112) and (112) facets on each surface of the slab are employed. Surface energy evaluations point out that two types of faceted surfaces with point defects, namely a combination of Cu In (Cu Ga ) and In Cu (Ga Cu ) antisites and a combination of Cu vacancies and In Cu (Ga Cu ) antisites, are the most stable depending on the chemical potentials. The ionization potentials are evaluated with two definitions: One highly sensitive to and the other less sensitive to localized surface states. The latter varies by 0.4 eV in CIS and 0.5 eV in CGS with the surface structure. The ionization potentials are reduced by 0.2 eV for faceted surfaces with Cu In (Cu Ga ) and In Cu (Ga Cu ) antisites when the effects of the localized surface states are considered. The values of both ionization potentials are similar between CIS and CGS with a difference of about 0.1 eV for the most stable surface structures.
I. INTRODUCTION
CuInSe 2 (CIS) and CuGaSe 2 (CGS) are key components of CuIn 1−x Ga x Se 2 (CIGS) thin-film solar cells that utilize CIGS alloys as photoabsorbers. 1, 2 The composition of the CIGS alloy is chosen to attain the optimum energy conversion efficiency, which is strongly influenced by the band gap. A typical cell structure consists of a p-type CIGS layer and an n-type such as CdS and Zn or In compounds. The atomic and electronic structure, local composition, and point defect formation at the heterojunctions are considered to play crucial roles in the determination of the cell efficiency. Knowledge on the microstructure and the atomic and electronic structures of the surfaces of CIS and CGS as well as of CIGS are fundamentally important because the interfacial properties of a cell can be affected by the surface structure of these films during fabrication.
CIS and CGS take the chalcopyrite structure (space group I42d) and have a nonpolar (110) surface that has been reported to further stabilize when facets consisting of polar (112) and (112) planes with defects form on this surface. 3, 4 Jaffe and Zunger carried out first-principles calculations within the local density approximation (LDA) to density functional theory on individual (112) and (112) surfaces of CIS as well as the nonpolar (110) surface. 3 They suggested that the formation of Cu vacancies and Cu In antisites stabilizes surface structures with (112) and (112) facets and makes the faceted surface lower in energy than the (110) surface under most chemical potential conditions; however, the electronic structure of these surfaces has not been reported.
In this study, the stability, electronic structure, and ionization potentials (IPs) of the faceted and nonfaceted (110) surfaces of CIS and CGS are investigated using first-principles calculations based on a hybrid Hartree-Fock density functional theory approach. We employ a faceted slab model of the chalcopyrite (110) surface that contains both (112) and (112) facets on each surface of the slab and therefore has zero net dipole moment. We particularly focus on the IP among surface properties because the IP of semiconductors and insulators is a measure of the position of the valence band with respect to the vacuum level, and therefore is a fundamental quantity in the understanding and control of catalytic and photocatalytic properties at the surface. The IP also provides an estimate of the interfacial band offsets at heterojunctions in solar cells as well as in electronic and optoelectronic devices, although the difference in the effects of dipoles at surfaces and interfaces needs to be considered for accurate discussion. Furthermore, band alignment diagrams based on the IPs provide useful information on the doping limit and interface design. 5 However, obtaining the IP is nontrivial because this quantity is directly affected by the dipole moment at the surface. In other words, the IP is a function of the surface orientation, composition, and defects. As a consequence, experimental determination is difficult for systems in which well-defined surface structures are not readily prepared, and therefore theoretical evaluation is effective.
We consider two quantities as the IP. The first quantity is defined as the difference between the vacuum level and the highest occupied level in the bulk region far from the surface. This is referred to as the bulk-based IP. The second is called the surface-sensitive IP and is taken as the difference between the vacuum level and the highest occupied level in a slab model. Particular electronic states may form in many cases in the vicinity of the surfaces, which can locally affect the valence states. The surface-sensitive IP would become relevant when we are interested in properties that may be influenced by localized surface states. In this study, these two quantities are evaluated for a variety of surfaces including faceted/nonfaceted and pristine/defective structures.
II. METHODOLOGY
The calculations are performed using the projector augmented wave (PAW) method 6 with the Heyd-ScuseriaErnzerhof (HSE06) hybrid functional [7] [8] [9] as implemented in the VASP code. [10] [11] [12] [13] A plane-wave cutoff energy of 400 eV was used. The amount of Hartree-Fock exchange mixing in the HSE06 functional is increased from the standard value of 0.25 to 0.3 so as to better reproduce the band gaps of CIS and CGS. [14] [15] [16] This functional, noted as HSE06 (a = 0.3) hereafter, has been reported to provide similar results to those obtained by changing the screening parameter of the HSE06 functional from 0.208 to 0.13Å −1 . 17 The faceted and nonfaceted (110) surfaces of CIS and CGS are treated using slab models. -centered k meshes of 4 × 2 × 1 and 4 × 4 × 1 were used with faceted and nonfaceted (110) surface slab models, respectively. Spin polarization was allowed in all calculations. In the slab calculations, the atomic coordinates were obtained using the Hubbard U correction to the generalized gradient approximation (GGA + U ) to density functional theory since atomic relaxation using the HSE06 (a = 0.3) functional is computationally too demanding. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional 18 and Dudarev's approach 19 with U − J = 5 eV on Cu 3d orbitals were used in the GGA + U calculations. The in-plane lattice parameters were first fixed to GGA + U bulk values and the atomic coordinates were fully relaxed using GGA + U . The in-plane lattice parameters and the cell dimension in the out-of-plane (slab thickness) direction were then scaled to HSE06 (a = 0.3) bulk values with the fractional atomic coordinates fixed to the GGA + U values, and HSE06 (a = 0.3) calculations were conducted without relaxation of atomic coordinates. The lattice constants a and c, the internal parameters for the Se coordinates u, and the band gaps obtained by GGA + U and HSE06 for CIS and CGS are summarized in Tables I and II, respectively. GGA + U significantly underestimates the band gaps. In particular, the band gap of CIS is very small at around 0.1 eV, which makes it difficult to discuss in-gap electronic states at the surface. The values with the HSE06 (a = 0.3) functional, which is employed in this study except the relaxation of atomic coordinates, are closest to the experimental values not only in the band gaps but also in the lattice constants for both CIS and CGS. Figure 1 shows two definitions of the IP considered in this work. The surface-sensitive IP is obtained from slab calculations only, where the difference between the vacuum level and the highest occupied level in a slab model is taken as the IP (black arrow in Fig. 1 ). The orbitals that contribute to the highest occupied state may primarily come from surface atoms, atoms at the center of the slab, or both. Therefore, this IP is strongly affected by surface states, if any, and this definition is adopted in a hybrid functional study of In 2 O 3 surfaces by Walsh and Catlow. 20 On the other hand, the surface-sensitive IP should converge to the bulk-based IP when there are no occupied surface states in the band gap, and atoms at the center of the slab constitute the highest occupied level as discussed later. The bulk-based IP is derived using the difference between the vacuum level and a reference level in the region far from the surface in a slab model and the difference between the valence band maximum (VBM) and the reference level from a bulk model. This IP is taken as the difference between the vacuum level in the slab model and the VBM in the bulk model when the reference levels are aligned (red arrow in Fig. 1 21 The geometry of the bulk model used to calculate the bulk-based IP is obtained in the same way as the surface model; the geometry optimization was performed with GGA + U and the lattice parameters were then scaled to the HSE06 (a = 0.3) values. Apart from the scaling of the cell dimensions, this approach is similar to that reported by Moses et al., where the valence band position from HSE calculations using surface geometry optimized with PBE were shown to produce very good agreement with differences less than 0.05 eV compared to when the geometry was optimized with HSE in AlN, GaN, and InN. 22 The IPs are increased by 0.08 and 0.07 eV for CIS and CGS, respectively, when the bulk geometry optimized by HSE06 (a = 0.3) is used because of the change in the difference between the VBM and reference levels caused by the small atomic displacements. An electrostatic potential averaged within a PAW sphere at each atomic site was taken as a reference level, and the 1:1:2 averages of Cu, In (Ga), and Se atoms were considered. The vacuum level was determined by the local potential in the vacuum region of the slab model.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first constructed chemical potential diagrams of Cu-InSe and Cu-Ga-Se systems to determine the range of chemical potentials where CIS and CGS are stable. Relative chemical potentials of Cu, In, Ga, and Se are defined as 
, where E f (CIS) and E f (CGS) are the formation energies of CIS and CGS, respectively. The stable phases in the Cu-In-Se system and phase boundaries with CIS are similar to previously reported results with the LDA 3 and a HSE hybrid functional. 25 The CuGa 5 Se 8 phase does not appear in contrast to a previous report 26 in the Cu-Ga-Se system. This is because the most stable monoclinic phase was considered for Ga 2 Se 3 (also for In 2 Se 3 ) in our study, whereas a metastable tetragonal phase was considered in Ref. 26 based on the consideration for In 2 Se 3 in Ref. 23 . Figure 3 shows an 11-layer faceted slab model of CIS where the (110) surface is covered by (112) and (112) facets. The right half is anion terminated while the left half is cation terminated. Although each facet constitutes a polar surface, the combined surface is stoichiometric and nonpolar, and together should be regarded as a modified or reconstructed surface. The vacuum region between the slabs corresponds to nine layers of CIS or CGS. The electrostatic catastrophe is avoided because there is no net dipole moment in the thickness direction. The use of this model with no net dipole moment is based on the assumption that the net dipole moment, that is, the internal electric field generated by the polar surfaces, should be compensated by a variety of mechanisms such as the formation of reconstructed structures and point defects, adsorption at the surfaces, and/or screening by free careers in metallic substrates. Our model is different from that adopted by Jaffe and Zunger, 3 in which two surfaces are terminated with cation-only and anion-only polar faces, and thus defects and/or carriers inevitably exist at the surface to remove the internal electric field. The concept of the faceted slab model can be a powerful tool for investigating polar surfaces and interfaces. Examples include the {111} polar surfaces and interfaces of zincblende and rocksalt structures, where {111} facets can be made on the nonpolar {110} surface.
Defect formation, namely Cu vacancies and cation antisites, has been reported to lower the surface energies of CIS (112) and (112) surfaces. 3 Consequently, we consider a total of nine (110) surface models: The plain (110) surface without facets, and a combination of four cation-terminated facets [pristine, with V Cu (1), 2V Cu = V Cu (1) + V Cu (2), and Cu In or Cu Ga ] and two anion-terminated facets (pristine and with In Cu or Ga Cu ) based on the faceted slab model. Only charge neutral surfaces are considered.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the energies of the most stable surface for CIS and CGS as a function of the relative chemical potentials, respectively. The surface energy for CIS is defined as
where E slab is the total energy of the slab model, E bulk is the energy of bulk CIS with the number of the Se atoms equal to that in the slab model, and n Cu and n In are the numbers of the Cu and In atoms in the slab that are removed from the corresponding stoichiometric slab. The surface energy of CGS is defined similarly Fig. 4(c) , whereas the chemical potential range in CGS that stabilizes the (2V Cu + Ga Cu ) is wider [ Fig. 4(d) ].
The plain (110) surface, the faceted surface with no defects, and the faceted surface with Cu In + In Cu defects in CIS (or Cu Ga + Ga Cu in CGS) are stoichiometric; therefore the surface energy does not depend on the chemical potentials. The plain (110) surface has 5.1 meV/Å 2 higher energy than the (Cu In + In Cu ) surface in CIS and 1.5 meV/Å 2 higher energy than the (Cu Ga + Ga Cu ) surface in CGS and, therefore, is never the lowest energy surface under any chemical potential values. The pristine facets have 11.2 meV/Å 2 higher energy than the (Cu In + In Cu ) surface in CIS and 10.2 meV/Å 2 higher energy than the (Cu Ga + Ga Cu ) surface in CGS, hence both of these surfaces have higher energy than the corresponding nonfaceted (110) surfaces. Therefore, both CIS and CGS prefer to have faceted surfaces with defects, and epitaxial growth of CIS and CGS is likely to result in a high concentration of defects including vacancies and antisites at surfaces where the type of defect depends on the chemical potentials. Figure 5 shows the IPs for different slab thicknesses in the two stable surfaces of CIS and CGS. The bulk-based IPs of the (2V Cu + In Cu ) and (2V Cu + Ga Cu ) surfaces are almost independent of the slab thickness, indicating that the bulklike environment far from the surfaces is well reproduced even in the thinnest slab model with 11 layers. The surface-sensitive IPs decrease with slab thickness and seem to converge to nearly the same values as the bulk-based IPs. Here the difference between the two IPs is inversely proportional to the square of the slab thickness. On the other hand, both IPs of the (Cu In + In Cu ) and (Cu Ga + Ga Cu ) surfaces appear to be independent of the slab thickness. The surface-sensitive IPs are approximately 0.2 eV lower than the bulk-based IPs for both CIS and CGS. The reason for the different behavior between the (Cu In + In Cu ) and (Cu Ga + Ga Cu ) surfaces and (2V Cu + In Cu ) and (2V Cu + Ga Cu ) surfaces can be understood on the basis of their electronic structures. Figure 6 shows the site-projected density of electronic states (DOS) for the 11-layer slab models of the CIS (2V Cu + In Cu ) and (Cu In + In Cu ) surfaces along with the bulk DOS. The GGA + U internal coordinates were used as in the case of the evaluation of the IPs for consistency. The bulk VBM is chosen as the zero energy, and the surface DOS is aligned with the bulk DOS using the average electrostatic potentials at the three layers at the center of the slab and in the bulk. The DOS near the VBM and CBM for the first [the cusp made by (112) and (112) facets] to sixth (center) layers are shown (Fig. 3 ). There is a striking contrast between the valence bands of the two surfaces. For the (2V Cu + In Cu ) surface shown in Fig. 6(a) , no localized surface states are found and the band gap widens near the surface. The shape of the DOS is similar to that of the bulk. Note that the DOS for Cu does not exist at the outmost two layers because there are no Cu atoms in these layers, and is not visible for the third to sixth layers from the surface because the Cu DOS almost overlaps with the Se DOS near the VBM. Furthermore, there is only one In and two Se atoms in the first layer compared to two In and four Se atoms in the third to sixth layers and bulk, and therefore the DOS in the first layer is about half of that in the third to sixth layers and bulk. The change in the surface-sensitive IP [ Fig. 5(a) ] can be considered to arise from the change in the relative amount of the surface, which prefers to have a wider band gap, to the rest of the slab that prefers the band gap to be equal to the bulk value. As a result, the two IPs are expected to converge to the same value at the infinite thickness limit, which is indeed observed in Fig. 5(a) . The bulk-based IP can be used as the single value of the IP in this situation. In contrast, particular electronic states are recognized for the (Cu In + In Cu ) surface shown in Fig. 6(b) . The shape of the DOS is clearly different from that of the bulk at the second and third layers that comprise part of the facets (Fig. 3) . Occupied surface states, which are mostly localized on the second layer that includes Cu In and In Cu , distribute up to approximately 0.2 eV above the bulk VBM (zero energy in Fig. 6 ). On the other hand, the edges of the main structure in the valance DOS at the fifth and sixth layers almost correspond to the bulk VBM. This explains the 0.2 eV difference between the two IPs in Fig. 5(b) , showing that the surface-sensitive IP strongly reflects the electronic states at this surface. Table III summarizes the two IPs obtained using bulk models and slab models composed of 11 layers (12 layers for the unfaceted surface) for the nine surfaces considered in CIS and CGS. Surface-sensitive IPs denoted with an asterisk, such as those for the (2V Cu + In Cu ) and (2V Cu + Ga Cu ) surfaces, are considered to converge to the same values as the bulk-based IPs because there is no occupied surface state in the band gap. The bulk-based IPs of two stable surfaces, namely surfaces of CIS with (2V Cu + In Cu ) and (Cu In + In Cu ) and those of CGS with (2V Cu + Ga Cu ) and (Cu Ga + Ga Cu ), differ by 0.39 eV in CIS and 0.46 eV in CGS, where the Cu-poor surface with 2V Cu has a larger IP (the VBM is lower). The IP differs by less than 0.08 eV when the width of the facets were doubled in CIS and 0.05 eV in CGS, indicating that there is no need to further widen the facets to discuss the difference between the two surfaces with different surface defects. The IPs of the corresponding CIS and CGS surfaces are almost the same within about 0.1 eV except for the V Cu surface. The ionization potential of a CIS (011) surface has been reported as 5.65 eV by Klein et al. through photoelectron spectroscopy measurements for cleaved surfaces of CIS single crystals. 27 Kelvin probe force microscope measurements by Sadewasser et al. showed that the work functions of (112) and (112) surfaces of p-type CGS are 4.87 ± 0.07 and 5.06 ± 0.07 eV for films on ZnSe substrates and 5.30 ± 0.07 and 5.47 ± 0.07 eV for films on Mo/glass substrates. 28 These values are not significantly different from the surface-sensitive and bulk-based IPs of 5.18-5.76 eV for the stable (2V Cu + In Cu ) and (Cu In + In Cu ) CIS surfaces and 5.20-5.82 eV for the stable (2V Cu + Ga Cu ) and (Cu Ga + Ga Cu ) CGS surfaces, although the direct comparison cannot be made because of the difference in the surface structure and the definition of the measured and calculated quantities. We found that IPs calculated using GGA + U instead of HSE06 (a = 0.3) were consistently smaller by about 0.4 to 0.5 eV, thereby underestimating the experimental values. The valence band positions of CIS and CGS are likely to be better described by HSE06 (a = 0.3) than GGA + U as well as their band gaps.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the IPs of CIS and CGS based on two definitions using hybrid Hartree-Fock density functional theory calculations. Slab models of the chalcopyrite (110) surface with both (112) and (112) facets on each surface of the slab are considered, and chemical potential control can make either a combination of In Cu (Ga Cu ) and Cu In (Cu Ga ) antisites or a combination of Cu vacancies and Cu In (Cu Ga ) antisites stable on the faceted (110) surface. The IPs are evaluated with a definition highly sensitive to and the other less sensitive to localized surface states. The latter varies by 0.4 eV in CIS and 0.5 eV in CGS with the surface structure. The IPs are reduced by 0.2 eV for faceted surfaces with In Cu (Ga Cu ) and Cu In (Cu Ga ) antisites when the effects of the localized surface states are considered. The values of both IPs are similar between CIS and CGS with a difference of about 0.1 eV for the most stable surface structures.
